
OSAMA MOVIE ESSAY

The film Osama, inspired by a true story, is about Osama, a young girl who did lived in Kabul while the Taliban regime.
Through Osama's story, I had a chance to.

Osama places a lock of her hair in a pot, hoping that her lost femininity can grow. She has the wrong shoes,
her voice is too high, and she has no concept of how to pray, as all boys must do daily, in groups. They are
taught how to fight and conduct wudu , ritual ablutions, including one for when they experience a nocturnal
emission or come in contact with their wife when they grow older. As a result, many women starved, because
they were unable to go to work and supply for their families. And " The Lost Skeleton of Cadavra " is
opening, for fans of campy trash. The voice of Osama is a pessimistic one. She married a sixty-year-old cruel
mullah, and I broke the Afghan tradition of obeying my family and breaking my marriage. In the film a
member of the Taliban warns a husband to make his wife cover her feet in fear of other men being aroused by
her feet. He already has three wives, all of whom hate him and say he has destroyed their lives. I have many
questions: as a mother how can one love a son more then a daughter? This movie helped me get a better
understanding about the Taliban and what really occurred during that awful time. Did Barmak try to put
elements of positivity? The oppressed Afghan women deprived of rights in the Taliban society had to use any
methods in order to survive. Or Jafar Panahi's harrowing " The Circle " , showing women without men trying
to survive in present-day Tehran, where they cannot legally work, or pause anywhere, or be anywhere except
inside and out of sight. They are totally dependent on their husbands who have a great power over them. To
persuade the girl to accept the plan, the grandmother tells her an Afghan fable about a boy who became a girl
when he went under a rainbow. The saddest part in the movie is when Osama is caught, and married off to an
old priest. This causes difficulty for a family consisting of only an unnamed young girl, her mother, and her
grandmother, whose male relatives were killed in battle during the Soviet invasion and subsequent civil wars.
Osama stayed within her faith because the Taliban government gave her two choices: death or obedience.
Desperate, the mother and grandmother decide to have the young girl disguise herself as a boy so that she can
get a job. In one scene women were protesting for the right to work to provide for their families. Some of the
strengths of this movie were the visuals and symbolic images. At that time the Taliban were taking over the
country and especially women. Espandi is able to protect her at first, but her secret is discovered when she
begins to menstruate.


